Alkon Corporation and Star Hydraulics – two of the leading names in fluid power performance – are family in more ways than one. Official partners since 2012, both:

- Bring a long history of success through proof of performance
- Set, rather than simply meet, standards
- Are relationship-based suppliers
- Focus on solutions
- Manufacture in the USA

10,000+ SOLUTIONS for Pneumatic Applications

Custom & Stock Valves • Fittings • Flow Controls • Accessories

Name it. Anything you need…and nothing you don’t. We welcome custom parts orders – even on short notice.

- **Alkon “less is best” design** – Minimum parts for maximum reliability, easy installation and maintenance, and longer, more reliable service life.
- **Applications** – Automation systems, entertainment, foodservice, manufacturing, medical technology, mining and construction, military, nuclear energy, refrigeration, retail, robotics, transportation and more.
- **Alkon fittings** – Our line of fittings is one of the most extensive available on the market today. 100% performance tested. Global leader in push-to-connect fittings for easy assembly. Brass, composite and nickel plating for lasting durability in harsh operating conditions.
- **Alkon valves/flow controls** – Some of the fastest cycling and most reliable valves in the industry.
- **Trans-DOT products** – Specifically for the transportation industry; DOT-approved for use in air brake systems, air suspension systems and cabin controls for trucks, trailers, RVs, buses, transit and rail.

Call 419.333.7000 or email sales@alkoncorp.com for more information.

For top hydraulics performance, see other side...
Robust engineering and skilled machinists make all Star products durable, efficient and very cost-effective. Featured on Fox Business News’ Manufacturing Marvels.

APPLICATIONS – Oil and gas drilling, mining and construction, military, medical technology, nuclear energy and transportation – aviation, automotive, trucking, marine/submarine, rail.

ANY DESIGN YOU NEED – Small and simple designs to large and complex.

FLEXIBLE ENGINEERING AND MACHINING – Completely custom or modified standard designs for specific applications. Short or extended production runs, fast turnaround.

AND MORE – Cylinders, hydraulic jacks, post straighteners, swivels, oil reservoirs, replacement seals.

Call 708.453.3238 or email sales@starhyd.com for more information. For top pneumatics performance, see other side…